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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

This study was made in the Demonstration School of 

the North Texas State Teachers College, using the children 

of Grades I to V inclusive as subjects for the investigation, 

The problem was undertaken to try to discover: 

I. If children of a certain age group have de

finite color preferences, 

2. If the preferences of individuals are con

stant, or if they vary greatly over a short, 

period of time.  

3. If color preferences are influenced by intell.  

genes, sex, or grade level, 

4. If there is more consistency noticeable in the 

preferences of a group at any given grade or 

age level, 

It is also the aim of this study to see how the child
ren of the Demonstration School compare with other groups that 
have been tested, to suggest possible reasons for differences, 

and to set forth a procedure that could be followed in order 

to secure more significant results than those which have been 

obtained by other investigators, 

The value of the study lies in the fact that a know

ledge of children's color preferences would not only make it 
possible to plan their surroundings for their greater enjoy

ment but would also be of assistance in guiding children to-
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ward a broader appreciation of color built on their prefer

eness at any given period.  

Helen B. Warrin says, "The general trends in child

ren's color preferences should form a firm foundation for 

teaching color appreciation'.? There is an emotional appeal 

in color, and a child's behavior is directly reflected by his 

environment, If a child is surrounded with those colors which 

he likes and consistently chooses, his whole existence will 

be much happier.  

Dr. Bonnie E. Mellinger said in her study of children's 

interests in pictures, 

Is there not a real challenge to discover, 
at least to some degree, what children themselves, 
under controlled conditions, find most interesting 
and choose, if given an opportunity? The investiga
tor does not wish to imply that a child's choice 
should be the one atn.y cn 7criterion for choosing 
(illustrated) books, but certainly values which we 
find children in large groups selecting and enjoy
ing, are extremely important factors in anything 
which has to o with the development and happiness 
of the child, 

Results of carefully selected and controlled color ex

periments with children of various ages would give a scientific 

basis for the selection of color combinations for their books, 

toys, pictures, rooms, and surroundings in general. It would 

tend to impress upon people of all ages the fact that, for any 

individual, what is artistic must also be for him enjoyable; or, 

in other words, that art can not be what one ought to like but 

does not.

hildren' rPrefreces, p. 102, 
d rest n U, opl



CHAPTER II 

PREVIOUS I*IESTIQATIOIS 

Many scientific experiments have been performed with 

the use of colored lights to test adults' preferences for color 
and color combinations, but there are few records to show how 

children react to color. Many possibilities present themselves 

to students and scientists who are interested in obtaining 

information in this field, but in spite of its practical im

portance, it is only comparatively recently that color prefer

ences of children have become a matter of scientific considera

tion.  

This chapter reviews a few outstanding investigations 

which have been carried on with school children, showing how 

they responded to color and, what colors they preferred.  

The pioneer studies in children's color choices were 

made by the psychologists. Among the first to carry out a de

finite piece of work in this field was W, H. Winch} who, in 

1909, made an extensive study in the London public schools. His 

general problems were to try to determine (I) which, if any, of 

the simple colors were preferred by school children; (2) whether 

the preferred colors changed as the children increased in age; 
(3) whether color preferences were determined to any extent by 

intelligence quotients; (4) whether there were any sex differ

ences; (5) whether environment or social status affected color 

l"Color Preferences of School Children", The Britis 
Surn oPf Perogylll, (190-10), pp. 42W
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4.

preferences; (6) whether color instruction in schools influenced 

preferences; (7) whether any differences of a constant nature 

existed between children and adults, 

Winch 2wrote the words white, black, green, blue, red, 

and yellow on the board and asked each child to write the name 

of that color which he liked best and thought the prettiest, 

After this, each was asked to write the name of the color he 

would prefer provided he could not have his first choice. The 

children did this until only one color was left, the remaining 

color thus being\at the bottom of the list. This test was given 
to girls in a school of a very good neighborhood. The results 

show that among 285 girls blue ranked first, red second, and 
black always last. Preference for green increased with age and 
mental development. Yellow's popularity diminished as children 

developed, 

Winch also administered this test in a girls' school 

in a very poor neighborhood where there were 277 girls, Blue 

was favored here, and its popularity rose steadily from class to 

class. Red was second, white third, then green, yellow, and 

black in the order named, 

In the girls' schools in which tests were made, blue led 
followed by red, with green growing in popularity as age increas
ed. Children of superior development seemed to prefer green to 
blue after the twelfth year. However, green did not increase 
in popularity so rapidly in schools in the poor neighborhood; 

hence it would appear that green becomes more popular with girls

lbid,



as age increases or as environment improves, 

Results of the tests administered to adult women show 

that blue, green, white, red, yellow, and black were preferred 

in the order named, Preference for green appears to be a char

acteristie of fairly high mentality, 

The 297 boys from the schools in the poor neighbor

hood ranked red and blue first, and green increased in popular" 

ity as with the girls. The test given to 258 boys of superior 

cultural background rated blue first, red second, yellow, green, 

white and black in the order named. Twenty-one adolescent males 

rated blue, red, green, white, yellow, and black in the order 

named. The adult males ranked green, blue, red, white, yellow, 

and black in this order of preference, 

Thus, according to Winch, women and adolescent children 

of superior intelligence and adult males prefer green; boys of 

superior cultural background and girls of all cultural levels 

prefer blue; and boys from poor neighborhoods are as likely to 

prefer red as blue, 

The order of color preferences a s stated by Winch may 

be summarized as follows: 

A. Girls favored blue, red, white, green, yellow, and 

black in the order named.  

B. Adolescent boys preferred blue, red, green, white, 

yellow, and black in the order named.  

C. Adult women preferred blue, green, white, red, yel

low, and black in the order named,



D. Adult males favored green, blue, red, white, yel

low, and black in the order named.  

In administering these tests, Mr. Winch's results might 

have been more accurate and scientific if he had used colored 

papers or colored objects in his investigation instead of mereo, 
ly asking children to name their favorite colors. Memory images 

are not reliable, especially those of children.  

Except in a study of value choices, black and white 

should have been omitted, since they are not classed as colors, 

E. Z. G. Bradford, 3 in 1913, found in his experiment 

with twenty-six university students that most people have a 

preference for a given color. He presented a set of fifteen 

colored papers (not named in the article) at the same time, and 

had his subjects arrange them in order of preference. Twelve 

months later he repeated the e xperiment to test three of the 

subjects for reliability of choice, and he found that their pre
ferences remained constant.  

Bradford's results indicated that an increase in satur

ation made a color more pleasing, while the mixing of a small 

amount of another color tended to lower it in the order of pre

ference. There were no statements made regarding the order of 

choices of colors, 

In Bradford's experiment more accurate results and more 

definite conclusions could have been reached if he had used more 

3"A Note on the Relation and the Aesthetic Value of the 
Perceptive Types in Color Appreciation", American _g__ 

afi Fs z gcoo , XIV, (1913), 4-54



students in his investigation.  

According to Bradford, Cohn had previously put forward 

the view that increase in saturation tended to make a color more 

pleasing. 4 The use of pure colors in modern art may account for 

a higher preference for the saturated colors in all the tests.  

We can not say at this stage that any color preference, is natural, 

In this, as in all other preferences, people may be conditioned 

to a great extent by their cultural environment.  

3. T, Dashiell,5 in his study of 212 kindergarten children 

and 162 college sophomores in 1917, used the six standard colors 
to determine the single color preferences. He used papers 15 Ma.  
by 45 a. cut and mounted on gray cardboard 80 a. I 90 a. Each 

subject picked out the color that he liked best; the experimen

ter removed it and each subject made his choice of those remain

ing until all but one were eliminated. Dashiell found the rank 

ing of colors as follows: 

KINDERGARTEN SOPHIO)RES 

Girls Boys Girls Boys 

Blue Blue Red Blue 
Violet Red Blue Red 
Green Orange Green Green 
Yellow Yellow Violet Orange 
Red Green Yellow Yellow 
Orange Violet Orange Violet 

Thus, in single color choices the two sexes at both ages 
show a similarity in preferring certain colors, but there is a 
difference in the order in which the preferences of the different

4Ibid.,p. 547 
c hildren's Sense of Harmonies in Colors and Tones", 

.o. Experimental Psychology I (1917), 406475,
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groups fall.  

Dashiell's tests indicated to him that choices of 

children are comparatively irregular and inconstant, while 

those of adolescents and adults are decidedly more reliable; 

however, he does not state how he arrived at this conclusion, 

It is probable that when children of kindergarten age 

are confronted at one time with as many colors as Dashiell used 

in his tests, they are incapable of making accurate and consis

tent decisions. Choices from the three primary and the three 

secondary colors and then a selection of one of the two pre

vious first choices might have been less confusing.  

In 1920, W. C. Reavie6 attempted to find out the color 

interests of children in the lower grades of the St. Louis 

Schools. He wanted to determine in what color they were most 

interested, whether they made use of color as a means of accu

rate representation, or whether they merely used color for the 

pleasure derived from sensations, 

In Test I he gave sets of squares of colored papers-

the six spectrum colors--to each child in the first three grades 

to mount in the order of preference. He asked the children in 

Grades IV and V merely to designate their first and second 

choices. Test II consisted of hectographed outlines of birds 

which they were to fill in as they pleased. In Test III they 

were asked to color a hectographed drawing of a sled, 

6"The Interests of Children of the Primary and Intermed
iate Grades in the Use of Color", The 4 pcgl M~ Mae
.a&& ,If , (1920), 573-577,



In Test I Heavs found that red and blue were preferred, 
and that the primary children were interested in sensations 

while the upper grade children made use of gradations of color 

to suggest form. Test Ill shows a decrease in the use of red 

in the first two grades, and an extensive use of neutrals. The 

upper grades appeared to use color primarily for accurate re

presentation; that is, the object to be colored rather than a 

fundamental preference for a particular color determined the 

color selected.  

In determining color preferences in Test 1, Reavis7 did 

not consider that children in the first three grades might not 

be capable of selecting and mounting six colored papers in the 

order of their preferences. Children so young might not have had 

a complete understanding of what was desired, For that reason 

they might have f ailed to show the true order of their prefer

ences.  

His subject, "The Interests of Children of the Primary 

and Intermediate Grades in the Use of Color" is broader than 

his thesis, since he gives only two tests to determine these 

interests.  

Thuias R. Garth,8 in 1924, determined (1) to present 

a color preference scale for 1000 white children; ($) to inter

pret the results; (3) to determine any sex differences; and 

(4) to investigate any indications of native tendency as in.  

fluenoed by nurture.

'Ibid., pp. 57-577.  
8"A Color Preference Scale For One Thousand White Children' Iosurnal of Experimental PsychologyYlI, (1924),233-24
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The subjects arranged seven color discs of white, yel

low, orange, Violet, green, red, and blue in order of their 

preferences, The discs were one-half inch in diameter mounted 

on white cards one and one-half inches by three-fourths inches.  

He found that the males were fonder of red than the 

females, The order of the males' choices was blue, red, green, 

violet, orange, yellow, and white. The females preferred blue 

first, then green, orange, violet, red, yellow, and white in 

the order named, Blue was always held in highest esteem ex

cept by first grade children, who preferred red. Thus Garth 

concluded that education tends to suppress preferences for all 

colors except blue. However, his tabulated results do not 

prove this conclusively since a change in the order of red and 

blue unld not necessitate a change in the order of the other 

colors. Taking the group as a whole, Garth found the order at 

colors according to the number of first choices recorded to be 

blue, green, red, violet, orange, yellow, and white, 

Probably Garth's results would have created more inter

est if he had determined age differences along with sex differ

ences, It would be interesting to know at what age and grade 

levels red began to be less popular, 

Mary Elizabeth Polson9 (1984), in her study of color 

discrimination and color appreciation in elementary schools, 

worked with about 1000 children in Hammond, Indiana and Oak 

9 "Color Relations in School Children", j oj of 
Egioe jggjg, 7111, (1926 )0 299-302.
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Park and Joliet, Illinois. She attempted to obtain some evidence 

concerning how these children responded to color, what colors 

they really saw, and what their preferences were. She tested 

children from superior homes and schools, and from poor homes 

and schools. Their ages ranged from seven to thirteen years, 

The Total number was 911, 459 of whom were girls and 452 of 

whom were boys.  

Colored papers such as the children used in their art 

classes were employed in the tests. Each color was mounted on 

a large sheet of neutral gray paper and numbered, The tests 

were given at mid-day, the colors being held up in front of 

the class.  

Test I presented the six spectrum colors. The child 

wrote the figure that designated the color he liked best.  

Test II included five values of color in order to test 

the degree of color saturation preferred. Again each child 

wrote the number corresponding to his preference.  

Test I1 required the choice of one of five degrees 

of brilliancy, all of which were the same value.  

Test IV attempted to find the combinations of values 

the children preferred-two dark values, two light values, or 

one light and one dark value.  

Test V attempted to determine the children's preferences 

in intensity combinations--two dull colors, two bright colors, 

or one bright and one dull color, 

Test VI measured the feeling for balance in color

schemes, value and intensity differences being eliminated,



Test VII measured the feeling for balance in color 

schemes, values and intensities being varied.  

Test II measured the children's ability to perceive 

twelve standard variations of color. The colors were arranged, 

with edges touching, in columns, and the child was asked to 

count the number of different colors he saw, 

Test I was similar to VIII, but variations were not so 

great.  

Test I was given to show whether or not the children 

could distinguish induced hues, A large area of bright color 

showed a small section of grey in the center. The children 

indicated in each case the color (induced hue) that appeared 

in the gray area when the vision was concentrated upon the 

surrounding bright color.  

PoIson1 0 concluded that the data from her tests were 

not adequate for drawing conclusions for all children, but that 

the evidence might be sufficient to give an idea of children's 

ability to discriminate among color variations, of their color 

preferences, and of their favorite color groupings.  

PoIson's results show the following: 

1. Warn colors except yellow, which is low in 

the scale, were preferred. Orange was first, 

red second; but blue was preferred to the 

warmer colors -green and purple.  

2. More boys than girls liked red, while green 

10Ibid., pp. 299-302.



was more popular with girls than with boys, 

3. Blue increased in popularity as children 

grew older.  

4. Young children preferred light values to 

dark values; but as age increased, boys pre

ferred dark values, 

5. The intense colors were preferred to grayed 

ones.  

8. There was little feeling for a balance of 

dark and light or 9f bright and dull colors; 

the more intense the colors were that were 

used in the grouping, the more popular the 

combination was, 

7. There was no preference shown for colors which 

were arranged according to the investigator's 

idea of a good color scheme.  

8. Yellow was consistently unpopular, as in all 
the other studies of color preferences, 

Miss Poison showed a large number of colors simultane

ously in each of her tests. Their influence on each other may 
have determined the order of their attractiveness in some cases.  

It is possible, too, that when colors chosen are not 
those found y other investigators to be preferred, me 
outside influence has affected the choices. There was nothing 
in the description of the tests to indicate that all of the 
colors used showed the maximum degree of saturation. This also
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might be a determining factor in the choices made by the chil

dren.  

In 1925 Roy M. Dorcusl1 made a study of color prefer

ences and color associations, using representatives from al

most the entire range of age possibilities except children 

of pre-school age. His subjects were 430 men from a men's col

lege, 401 women from a women's college, 19 men and 48 women from 

a psychopathic hospital, 15 men and 25 women--each over sixty 

years of age--from aged peoples homes, 49 boys and 62 girls 

eight years of age, 63 boys and 55 girls nine years of age, and 

38 boys and 30 girls ten years of age.  

He found that the groups iving the highest and lowest 

percentage of constancy in preferences for different colors are 

the college women and the aged women respectively, while those 

giving the lowest percentage of preferences are the psychopathic 

group and the children.  

In the unsaturated series of colors there seemed to be 

no particular group which showed a high percentage of prefer

ence for any particular color.  

Laying aside the age differences, the order of prefer" 

ence for the males is blue, orange, purple, green, red, and 

yellow.  

Dorcus' findings may be summarized in the following 

statements: 

1 1 "Color Preferences and Color Associations", Pell w 
jf 1Seminary, fll (1926), 399-434.
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1. Saturation and brightness had little effect 

on color preferences.  

2. The sum total of choices of people in the 

same group showed very little interchange 

between those colors in the upper half of the 

scale and those in the lower half of the scale.  

3. There was not much difference between groups 

in the order of their color preferences, 

4. There were sex differences, but the theory 

that red is a feminine color was exploded, 

S. More decided preferences were noted in the 

college group, 

8. Blue held its first place at the expense of 

all the other colors, 

7. The number of people in a group who showed a 

definite preference for a given color was no 

greater than the number in that group who were 

unable to decide upon a given color, 

8. There was a high percentage of reversals of 

choice when the tests were repeated.  

9. Blue, red, or green were preferred by more 

people than any other color.  

The fact that Dorcus12 found that color preferences were 
little affected by the degree of brilliancy of the colors might 

indicate that the colored papers used exhibited only slight dif

hbid., p. 399434.



ferences in intensity, 

Since Porous attempted to compare the color preferences 

of psychopathic people, aged people, and children with those 

of college students, he should have had about the same number 

in each group. As it was, the first three groups, together, 

comprised only about half as many people as the number in the 

college group, 

In 1925, Olive Riker1 3 made a study of color preferences 

among 1199 elementary school children from Grades 2 to Till in 

Wisconsin. She wished to find out (1) whether children preferred 

intense and saturated colors or tints and shades, (2) whether 

there was any correlation between sex or age differences end 

color choices and (3) whether children's choices were affected 

by their environment. She used four colorstred, yellow, blue, 

and green, plus a tint and shade of each, mounted on gray charts 

28 X 26 inches. No color was in the same numerical position 

twice, and no color was next to any other twice. The colored 

papers were three inches square. Each one had a block letter 

of identification on it, Each child was asked to write the 

number of the color he liked best on a card provided him by the 

examiner. Each choice was given a certain number of points, 

and the averages were computed from this. Miss Riker's final 

conclusions can be summarized as follows: 

1. Children prefer intense or saturated colors 

(red ranked first, intense blue second).  

15Color Preferences of esenter School1 Children, 1925.



2. Girls like tints and shades better than boys, 

3. Children in lower grades show an inclination 

toward pale colors.  

4. Changing age changes choices.  

5. Social conditions are marked by decided changes 

in color preferences, (differences in choice 

seem to be consistent with differences in lo' 

cality).  

Riker's1  tabulation of first choices by actual count 

is as follows: 

TABLZ Z 

LBB S R LR RS G LG 08 Y LY YS 

Boys 174 27 26 201 57 34 74 18 19 14 6 8 
Gir 122 45 23 115 209 16 43 23 15 19 9 4 

Tott 296 72 49 316 266 50 117 41 34 33 15 10 

*L-Light; $hade.  

Miss Riker's method of approach was different from that 

of the other investigators, a d was perhaps more confusing, es* 

peially to the primary and elementary children. The printed 

card, upon which each child listed his choices from numbers 

appearing on the color charts, was arranged so that a certain 

number of points was given for each choice he made. These points 
were then added for each color and divided by the number of 

14Ibid.



children to find the order of popularity of the colors. While 

this statistical method shows the general popularity of the 

colors, it would be possible for the color appearing first in 

the list not to have received a single vote for first choice; 

therefore it seeas that the method used in testing the Demon

stration School children produced more significant results.  

Willie Mae Cooi, 15 in 1931, studied the abilities of 

children in color discrimination. She tested forty-five girls 

and sixty-five boys, ages from seventeen months to six years.  

She mounted colored squares of paper 14 inches square on gray 

pasteboard cards, and trained them to match colors. She wish

ed to find the relation between chronological age and the accur

ateness of color matching and to determine the effect of changes 

in brightness and value, under carefully controlled conditions, 

on color matching. She concluded that accurate naming increases 

with age, and that those who received high score on this received 

high scores on the other tests also. Scores within the same 

age group varied widely. At two years of age the children could 

distinguish and match colors which were different in hue, bright

ness,and value; they could do as well as the six-year-olds on 

this test. The children within the age range studied were likely 

to call one of the primary colors by its own name or by the name 

of any shade or tint, The children could match colors better 

than name then, and discriminate more accurately between differ

ences in hue than between differences in brightness or satura-

"Ability of Children in Color Discrimination", Qd 
Dete10ent, Ix, (2832 ), 303-3E0.



tion, There was in her investigation no indication of a oon

sistent tendency to give one color precedence over the others.  

Cook's18 study included children from the ages 17 months 

to 6 years. This is the only study dealing with very young 

children. Although the method of arriving at the conclusion 

was not stated, the children showed no consistent tendency to 

give one color precedence over the others. The investigator 

had an opportunity to test the correlation between ability to 

recognize a color by name and preference for that color, either 

at that time or later, but this was not done.  

It would seem that squares larger than 1* inches and 

a background of white instead of gray would have made the colors 

easier for babies to see.  

In 1932 Fannie Melhuishl7 made a study to determine at 

what age children begin to show a preference for and an intel34j

gent use of complementary pairs of colors, adjacent harmonies, 

and triads.  

She sent questions, instructions and materials to 356 

children, asking them to draw their own pictures with the color

ed pencils she provided. She had them draw a playground scene 

or illustrate a story; one picture was made at home, the other 

at school. The children were allowed to select the colors 

they wished to use. She found that the complementary colors 

tended to be used together and that children seemed to prefer 

1 7 Ibid., pp. $e3-3ze.  
A Study of Children's Choices of Color combinations 
U1 k _, .



them because of contrast, In her study the complementary 

colors were used 221 times. Over thirty-three per cent of 

all the drawings made used one of the complementary schemes.  

The combinations of blue and orange or red and green were most 

frequently used at all age levels although they were selected 

oftener between the ages of nine and eleven than at any other 

age. The triads occupied second place in order of choice; the 

combinations of red, yellow, and blue, and of yellow"green, 

blue, and red-violet were equally preferred. The use of triads 

increased as the children grew older, The analogous colors 

were third in popularity-red, orange, and yellow being the 

favored combination. The six and f ifteen-year-old groups pre" 

ferred this harmony.  

Unrelated colors were preferred by a small per cent, 

The swmnary showed that the selection of a single color without 

value difference was made almost entirely by boys, and that the 

single colors used most were black first and red second. Only 

one child above thirteen years used a single color, A small 

percentage used monochromatic combination-.m"orange and brown, 

and values at red being favored. More boys than girls used a 

combination of this kind, 

Miss Melhuish does not explain what she considers an 

intelligent use of complementary pairs of colors, adjacent 

harmoniesand triads. Could children, with the use of colored 

pencils, show this just by drawing one picture each? Perhaps 

they combined these colors merely because they liked them in



these particular pictures. This does not prove that the colors 
were used intelligently or that they would have been used re
peatedly in these combinations by the children who chose them 

once, 

Ann V. Gale, 1 8 in 1933, investigated the color prefer" 

ences of 521 children in four of the elementary schools in Chi

cago. Twelve colors at full intensity were shown to the children 

at one time. The results placed orange first, red-violet se

cond, and blue last, (Red-violet may be considered a variation 

of red.) These results are similar to those of ?olsonA.9 

However, the distribution of choices in the grades was 

variable. Orange and red-violet were preferred in all grades 
except the eighth, where blue occupied second place. Blue was 
third choice in the seventh grade, fifth place in grade six, 

and fourth place in grades three, four, and five, The colors 

with the fewest number of choices were found by Gale to be blue

green, violet, and yellow in descending order of preference. A 

warm color was preferred first in all grades, 

Gale devised tests to find out the children's prefer

ences for colors, color combinations, and color arrangement,; 

but since the purpose of this investigation is primarily to 

study the child's preferences for color, Qnly that phase of 

her study was analyzed.  

It appears that Gale showed too many colors to the ob

1 8 Ghildren's Preferences for Qg, flAs Combinations 
r 

.lor 
an s7enT ,h33 .  1 9WTson, p. tspps.899-oe,



servers simultaneously, She found, as did Poison, that orange 
had a high preference; this may indicate that the method of 

presenting many colors to the child tends to influence his 

choice. The high preference for that color in both eases 

might also mean that the orange used was more highly saturated 

than in other cases. When colors chosen are not those found 

preferable by other investigators, it is also possible that 

instruction has d etermined selection, 

Helen B. Warri4nOin 1934, studied 1,168 children of 

pre-school, second, fifth, and eighth grade levels in the pub

lie schools of Newark, Harrison, and Bloomfield, N. .. She 

wished to find out children's preferences among abstract 

colors presented on a color chart. It was her purpose also 

to determine the choices among values and intensities of these 

colors, and to find out whether or not these were influenced 

by age or sex. The materials for the first investigation were 

the six hues of the spectrum plus four tonal gradations of 

each--light, bright, dark, and dull. Scientifically scaled 

colored papers were selected, out 6 1 4 inches and mounted 

on white construction paper 8 1 6 inches. Twenty-four plates 

were used, numbered in order fraud light violet to grayed red, 

On a small pad each child wrote his name, age,and grade. After 

this he wrote the numbers of three colors he liked best. War

rin found that when selections were made from fully saturated 

colors only, blue, red, green, orange, yellow, and violet were 

2 C dren*j Preferejes, 1934,

so f!Pft 
44CPo



preferred in the order named. When light and dark values were 

added, bright blue, bright red, bright green, light red, and 

bright yellow were named in descending order of preference.  

Blue increased in favor as age increased, while orange, 

yellow and violet lost favor with increase in age. Up to nine 

and a half years of age red rose in favor; but after that it 

declined in popularity as age increased. The saturated colors 

were preferred in the abstract as well as when the colors were 

used in pictures. The middle values were also preferred, tints 

and shades being preferred in the order named. Older children 

tended to show more definite likes than younger ones; boys 

chose intense colors, but girls seemed to prefer lighter colors.  

Warrin allowed her subjects to make three choices at 

once because, she states, the problem of making many choices 

would make the children more careful in their selections. This 

is equivalent to stating that children will always do a more 

difficult task more carefully than a simple one, which unten

able. The Demonstration School children showed equal care in 

all of their selections.



CHAEDER III 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND TABULATION OF THE RESULTS 

As has been shown in Chapter U-, several investigators 

have made studies of color preferences from a psychological 

standpoint. They have concluded that refined persons as well 

as the less cultured, when selecting color for "color's sake" 

seem to prefer the pure colors to the tints and shades, but 

that preferences may be influenced by many factors, 

As Luckiesh says: 

The finer feeling toward colors, that is, 
the recognition of their beauty depends largely 
upon the beholder, and taste, according to civil
ized standards is, of course, largely a matter of 
civilization. The savage or the child prefers 
brilliant colors, while more refined and matured 
persons prefe r to have colors around them some
what subdued.+ 

But he also concludes: 

When the influence of environment and asso
ciation is minimized or eliminated entirely we pre
for pure colors more than the tints and shades.  

When colors are associated with other experiences, as 

home decorations, et cetera, it has been found that the so

called "artistic" or dull colors are favored. This is partly 

the result of environment and association rather than of nat

ural likes and dislikes, but it is also probably due to some 

extent to the average person's lack of skill in making pleasing 

combinations of bright colors.  

While it is generally believed that savages prefer bright

ki. Luokiesh, The ageof, P. 42.  2lbid., p. 225.  
-24.



bright colors in their art while civilized peoples show their 

greater degree of refinement by using duller colors, neither the 

history of art nor a study of the contemporary art of the two 

groups will substantiate this hypothesis. In ancient Egypt 

pure bright colors were preferred for all purposes, and in our 

own time there is a growing tendency toward the discriminating 

use of pure colors in all forms of art. On the other hand, 

natives of some parts of Oceania 5and of Africa4 use black, brown, 

tan, and white much more extensively than colors, although 

some colored pigments are available.  

In the case of the white race, the change may be due 

to an increasing unwillingness to accept the conventional when 

searching analysis proves that it is not what one really likes; 

on the other hand, among savages, fear to depart from a conven

tion which limitations of material established may lead to its 

perpetuation when the natural limitations have been removed.  

However that may be, it is apparent that those who repeatedly 

select subdued color can not rightfully claim to be superior 

in refinement to others who enjoy using bright colors.  

Since it has been established by other experimenters 

that the pure colors are generally preferred by children as 

well as by adults, it is the purpose of this experiment to find 

out whether or not this situation exists in the Demonstration 

School, and also to find out in what order the pure colors are 

preferred and to what extent this order is influenced by age,

E. Weyhe, Ornament in Ap$ied Art, Plates X0, cV,0X, 4Ibid, PlatflIXDfl



sex, or grade level.  

The study reported here endeavors to present the 

method that was used in investigating the color preferences 

of the Demonstration School children in Grades I to V inclu

sive, to show the results of this method, and to compare the 

results with those of other investigators. It is not the 

purpose of this experiment to present ultimate conclusions 

since the number of children tested is too few to make irre

futable conclusions possible, but it is hoped that further 

study with this beginning, not for "color's sake", but for 

the child's sake, will form a basis for making the child's 

color experiences happier.  

The children selected for these tests constituted the 

enrollment of Grades I through V, the number totaling 130, 

fifty of whom were boys and eighty were girls. Since compar

isons will be made to determine the influence of intelligence 

on stability of color preference,it was necessary to find the 

intelligence quotient of each child tested, the number of 

children in each grade, and the range of ages in each grade, 

The intelligence quotient s*ranged as follows: 

TABLE II 

RANGE OF INTELIG1NCE UOTIFMTS OF CHILDREN TESTED 
IN THE STUDY 

Grade 1.....,94 to 114 
Grade t....,..87 to 107 
Grade 3......7 to 128 
Grade 4.,.....87 to 124 
Grade 5.....,.87 to 121

Intelligence quotients were obtained in the office of 
the Registrar of the Demonstration School.



TABLE III 

DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIFNTS IN EACH GRADE 

Grade 70u80 80-90 90410 110-120 120-'130 Total 

-i1 12 8 - 21 
11 a 29 30 
ll 1 2 4 9 1 17 
iv - 2 14 10 1 27 

g - 1 18 4 1 24 
Tot M - - -a Tota 1 7 77 31 3 119B*

Table IV includes the number 

tested in each grade,

of subjects who were

TABLE IV 

NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN EACH GRADE TAKING THE TEST 

Grade No, of Pupils 

*.......34 

4,.,,....24.8

a- l*..

Total 130 

In order that the children might make their selections 

without knowing that they were being tested, each was asked 

in every test to choose, from the colors presented, the one 
or the azmbination, as the case might be, that he liked best, 

His purpose was to choose a color or colors which he wished to 

*Qfly 119 intelligence quotients were obtainable since the remaining children had not been tested,



use in the following art class. With the exception of Tests 

IU and IV, each child went into the storeroom alone with the 

teacher to make his selection, and she labeled his choice and 

kept it until it was time for the art lesson. Thus no child 

was influenced by another's selection. In Tests UI and IV 

the piles of colors were passed on a drawing board in the 

classroom, and each child made his choice.  

In no case was there a statement regarding what was to 

be made from the papers until after all of the children had 

chosen their colors, and nothing else was said which might 

influence them. Thus the subject did not influence the choices, 

Also, there were no abstract recordings of choices with pencil 

and paper.  

Included in Table V are the various age groups appearing 

in each grade, and the number of children in each age group, 

TABLE V 

AGE GRADE TABLE OF CHILDREN STUDIED 

AGES OF CHILDREN TESTED 

Grade 58 7 8 9 1011 12 ?*Total 
0-0 M- -1 

1 2 18 3 23 
U 1 2 10 1 34 

111 1 12 5 2 1 21 
IV 1 216 8 1 28 
V 2 13 6 2 1 24 

Total 219 27 2423 23 8 2 2 130

*Ages not recorded 

According to this table there were more children in the



seven year group than in any other. The order of rank of ages 

is seven, eight, nine and ten, (which include the same number 

of children), six, eleven, five, twelve, and those whose ages 

have not been recorded; the last three named included only two 

children in the group.  

Test I was conducted primarily to find each chit 'a 

preference among the primary colorsa--red, yellow, and blue,.  

The only materials used were rectangles of colored per, 

4+ 1 8 inches. These were bright in intensity, and placed 

on a white background, It was thought that this background 

would have less influence upon the colors than a gray one, 

which is almost the same value as red, blue, and green and 

which has a tendency to make a color appear dull, Each sub

ject was asked merely to select his favorite color fro; among 

the three before him, and the results were tabulated.  

Table TI shows the distribution of choices of primary 

colors in the five grades tested.  

TABLE VI 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF PRIMARY COLORS ACCORDING TO GRADE 
(FIRST TEST) 

Blue Red Yellow Total 

Grade N NooNo.No, 

I 10 43+ 10 43+ 3 13+ 23 100 
11 12 35- 18 53- 4 11- 34 100 III 16 76+ 3 14- 2 9+ 21 100 IV 22 78+ 5 17+ 1 3+ 28 100 V 18 75 6 25 . 24 100

Tot al 78 60+% 42 32$ j. 10 j 74%130 100 

1 --- - -l1-1-



PLATE I 

ILLUSTRATION FOR TABLE VI SHOWING TIE THREE PRIMARY COLORS 
USED IN TESTS I AND II 

A glance at Table VI will show that in Grades Three, 

Four, and Five the highest number of first choices was given 

to blue, while red was preferred in the Second Grade. In 

the First Grade ten children selected blue as a first prefer

ence and ten selected red as a first preference while only 

three selected yellow. This is in agreement with the find

ings of other studies.  

In order to study this from a different angle, the 

percentage of first choices that each color received in all 

the grades was calculated. The results show that blue re

ceived the highest number of preferences, red was second, 

and yellow was last.  

Further analysis was made of the distribution of the 

primary color preferences according to sex. The data com

piled in Table VII show that 68 per cent of the boys and 55 

per cent of the girls chose blue, 24 per cent of the boys and 

37 per cent of the girls chose red, while only 8 per cent of 

the boys and 7 per cent of the girls preferred yellow.  

Concerning the group as a whole, the results of the



test indicate blue had a high precedence over red and yellow, 

and was consistently preferred in all grades except Grades 

One and Two, where red and blue were both favored, The results 

TABLE VIZ 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF PUM&RY COLORS ACCORDING TO SE 
(FIRST TEST) 

Blue Red Yellow Total 

Pupils No, No. No. No. % 

Boys 34 68 12 24 4 8 50 100 
Girls 44 55850 37 6 7+ 80 100 

Total 78 60 42 82+ 10 ?+ 130 100 

of this test are significant in that they indicate the falar 

of the theory that all children prefer red. Of the entire 

130 children tested, 60 per cent (34-per cent girls and 86t 

per cent boys) preferred blue, 32+per cent (Qtper cent boys 

and 234-per cent girls) chose red, and 7per cent (3+per cent 

boys and 4tper cent girls) chose yellow.  

The second test was conducted in a different manner 

from the foregoing one that it might serve as a check on the 

first test. Its purpose was three-fold: (1) to determine the 

distribution of f irst choices among the colors and compare it 

with the results of Test l; (2) to locate in which grade the 

selections varied most; and (3) to find the relationship be

tween intelligence quotients and the consistency in choices 

of the three colors.



The test was conducted as follows: Paste and scissors 

were placed on each desk along with black and gray paper, 

which had been previously out 8 1 9 inches. From a tray oon

taming the colored papers which were out into rectangles 

4j 1 8 inches, each subject was asked to select the color he 

liked best. After his selection was made he was told he might 

out a flower from that color he chose, paste it on the gray 

mounting paper and use the black paper to out the stems and 

leaves for the flower.  

Table VIII shows the distribution of the choices made 

in the second test, with the percentage of each color group 

calculated.  

TABLE III 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF PRIMARY COLORS ACCORDING TO GRADE 
(SECOND TEST) 

Red Yellow Total 

Grade No, % No, % No. % No 

1 7 30+ 12 52+ 4 l8- 23 100 
.# 8 23+ 2 64+ 4 12- 34 100 

111 18 85+ 1 5- 2 l0og 21 100 
IV 19 88- 7 25 2 7+ 28 100 
V 15 68 8 85 3 12+ 24 100 

Total 67 53 % 48 37 % 15 10 % 130 100% 

The results shown in Table VIII substantiate the con

olusions drawn from a study of Table VI; namely, that blue was 

preferred the greatest number of times, with red and yellow



following in the order named. Table ZIX compares the percen

tag.s obtained in Tests I and 11, and shows that blue was 

TABLE IX 

COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE 0? CHOICES IN TESTS I AND I 

Blue Red Yellow 

Grade Test I Test 11 Test I Test II Test I Test U 

I 43+ 30+ 43+ 52+ 15+ 180 
IX354 3+ 53" 64+ 11- 12

III 76+ 85+ 14- 5- 9+ 10
IV 78+ 68- 17+ 25 3+ 7+ 

V 75 2+ 25 25 - 12+ 

Total 60+% 53 % 21% 37-% 7-5 10+% 

selected more often in every grade in the first t est, red was 

more popular in the second test in every grade except the 

Third, where it declined in preference; yellow was more popular 

in every grade in the second test.  

Tables VIII and II do not show in their totals the 

percentage of consistency in choices since a color that de

clines in popularity in one grade increases in popularity in 

another, Table I is therefore necessary.  

Table I indicates the percentage of consistency in 

choices in the various grades as shown by Tests I and II.  

75-*per cent of the boys and 64tper cent of the girls made the 

same choice while 24tper cent of the boys and 5-tper cent of 

the girls made different choices. As a group, 69 per cent 

were stable and 31 per cent differed from their first choices,
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This indicates that boys are more stable in their choices 

than girls.  

TABLE I 

PERCENTAGE OF CONSISTENCY IN CHOICES OF PRIMARY COLORS AS RE
VEALED BY TESTS I AND U

-a Sie Different 
a e ah ies 

Grade Boys Girls Boys Girls 

1 %0 53-% 50% 47 % 
I1 46+ 55 53 44+ 

Inl 100 73 - 27+ 
IV 90 78+ 10 24" 
7 90 64 10 35+ 

Total 75+ 64+ 24-- 35+ 

- 0 r n

To deternia the relationship between intelligence 

quotients and consistency in the choices made in Tests I and 

fl the investigator determined the intelligence quotient of 

each child, found if his choice varied or remained constant, 

and constructed Table fl to convey the results, 

The intelligence quotients were arranged according to 

Lewis M. Terman5 as follows: 

Intelligence quotient Classification 

Above 140........,.....jear genius or genius 
120 - 140..............4e'y superior intelligence 
no - 10...............Superior intelligence 
90 - ll0..,.......j. oural or average intelligence 
80* 9 0 ,......... .. Duliness, rather classiriable 

as feeblemindedness 

5ThMeasurement of !Ol i9ence, 4,



70 - 80..,...,......Border-line deficiency, sime
times classifiable as dullness, 
often as feeblemindedness 

Below 70,....t............efinite feeblemindedness 

Since the intelligence quotients of the subjects rang

ed from 73 to 128, the table was constructed with those rang

ing from 100 to 128 in one group and those ranging from 73 to 

100 in the second group. The results are shown in Table Ul.  

TABLE Xl 

P.EATIONSIIP BKTWKEN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
AND CONSISTENCY IN CHOICES OF PEILARY COLORS IN TESTS 1 AND II 

I, #. 18100-128 I, 4s 73-100 
swmeD1f7erent Same Different 

Grade Choice UNhSS kQML04 

1 11 10 1 1 
11 fl 10 8 6 

112 12 2 4 2 
IV 16 4 61 
V 14 3 4 3 

Total 64 29. 21 13 

89-% 31+% 61+% 38+% 

There is an indication that those of superior and nor

mal intelligence have a more stable choice than those below 

normal. Further analysis of Table X1 reveals that of the 

eighty-five making the same choices, 75tper cent were in the 

normal and superior group and 24tper cent were in the subnor

mal group, Of the forty-two making different choices,O9tper 

cent were in the normal and superior group and 31-per cent were 

in the subnormal group. These results are shown in Table I.



TABLE II 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND CONSISTENCY IN 
THE CHOICE OF PRIMARY COLORS AS COMPARED WITH THE GROUP 

AS A WHOLE 

I. .'s 100-128 I. ,'s 73-100 Total 

No. No. %No.  

same 64 75+ 21 24+ 85 100 

Different 29 69+ 13 31- 42 100 

Total 93 73+% 34 26+% 127* 100 

' I. 4,'s of three children not recorded in the office.  

Test IU. was designed to determine the children's first 

choices among the secondary colors--orange, green, and purple.  

This test was similar in construction to Test 1; each subject 

was asked to select his favorite color from the three shown 

him. The results are tabulated in Table 1111.  

TABLE III 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF SECONDARY COLORS ACCORDING TO GRADE 
(THIRD TEST) 

Orange Green Purple Total 

Grade No. No. No. % No. % 

1 4 17+ 11 48- 8 34+ 23 100 
II 5 14+ 19 56- 10 29+ 34 100 

111 2 10 15 75 3 15 20 100 
IV 8 28+ 17 61- 3 10+ 28 100 
V 4 16+ 12 50 8 33* 24 100 

Total 23 17+ 74 57+ 32 24+ 129 500
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PLATE Ir 

ILLUSTRATION FOR TABLE XIII SHOWING THE THREE SECONDARY COLORS 
USED IN TEST III 

The results of this test reveal that green is a fav

orite color in every grade, having received seventy-four, or 

57 per cent, of the choices; purple ranks second in all grades 

except the fourth, where orange received second choice. Purple 

received thirty-two, or 24 per cent, of preferences, and orange 

received twenty-three, or 16 per cent of the choices.  

TABLE XIV 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF SECONDARY COLORS ACCORDING TO SEX 
(THIRD TEST) 

Orange Green Purple Total 

Pupils No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Boys 10 20 28 56 12 24 50 100 
Girls 13 16+ 46 58+ 20 25+ 79 100 

Total 23 18+ 74 57 32 24+ 129 100 

As shown in Table XIV, green is preferred by both the 

boys and the girls, purple is the second choice with both 

sexes, and orange is the third choice. Preferences among the 

boys were: green, 56 per cent; purple, 24 per cent; and orange,
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20 per cent, Among the girls the percentages were: green, 58 

per cent; purple, 25 per cent; and orange, 16 per cent, 

Table XV shows the distribution of ages of the children, 

the number of the children, the number of children at each 

age level who have chosen each color, and the percentage of 

distribution of first choices at each age level. The ages 

ranged from five years through twelve years, with four ohil 

dren whose ages were not recorded. All ages from five to five 

years and eleven months were counted in the five year group; 

six years to six years and eleven months were counted in the 

six year group, and so on.  

TABLE XV 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLORS 
ACCORDING TO AGE 

Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Purple 

Age No. % No.% No. % No. % No. % No. % 

5 1 25 1 25 - - 1 25 1 25 
6 8 22+ 3 8+ 3 8+ 8 22+ 8 22+ 6 16+ 
7 13 24+ 4 71*3 5+ 14 26- 11 20+ 9 16+ 
8 8 18- 3 6+ 2 6+ 16 35+ 13 30- 3 6+ 
9 6 13+ 4 9- - - 13 28+ 17 37- 6 13+ 

10 3 6+ 5 11- - - 12 25+ 20 43- 6 13+ 
11 4 25- 2 12+0- - 4 25 4 25 2 12+ 
12 -. - - - - - 2 50 2 50 -

- - 125 1 25 1 25 1 25 -

Age not recorded.  

Figure 1 shows the percentage of choices of the prim

ary and secondary colors selected by the children in all the age 

groups. It is a graphic representation of Table XV, and facili-

states the reading of that Table.
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Figure 1 

Frequency of Choices for Primary and Secondary Colors in Age 
Groups Five to Twelve 

There was an equal distribution among the five-year-olds 

in the choice of red, orange, green, and blue; the six year old 

children seemed to prefer red, green, and blue first, then purple 

second, while orange and yellow received the same number of choices, 

and were preferred last, The seven year group placed green, red, 

blue, purple, orange, and yellow as the order of choice; the eight 

year old children preferred green, blue, and red in the order 

named and gave purple, orange and yellow the last preferences The 

nine year old group placed blue first, then green, purple, and 

red,, with orange and yellow receiving no first choices; the ten 

year old group selected blue first, green second, then purple,
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orange, and red in the order named, (yellow in this group also 

received no first choices); the eleven year old group gave green, 

blue, and red the same preference, while orange and purple re

ceived third choice; the four twelve year old children preferred 

blue and green, while blue, green, yellow, and orange were equally 

distributed among those children whose ages were not recorded in 

the office. Their choices are tabulated in Table XVI.  

It will be noted that there was a consistent first choice 

of blue at all age levels except the seven-year-olds, who placed 

it third, and the eight-year-olds who placed it second. There 

was an even distribution at five years where red, green, orange, 

and blue were ranked the same, and at six years where red, green, 

and blue were favored. Green was first preference with the seven, 

eight, eleven, and twelve-year-olds, but gave way to blue at ages 

TABLE XVI 

ORDER OF PREFERENCES ACCORDING TO AGE LEVELS 

es of Children 

Rank 5 6 7 8 9 10 1I 12 

l r H G G B B B B B 
O G G G 0 
0 B R 0 
B Y 

2 - P R B 0 G 0 -.  
P 

3 - 0 B B P P 
R 

4 - Y P P 0 0 -
5 NO- 0 0 - R 

Y 
S --

*R-red; 0-orange; Y-yellow; P-purple; B-blue; 0-green.



nine and ten when it became second choice. The remaining twelve 

year group gave blue and green an equal distribution, while those 

whose ages were not recorded placed orange and yellow with blue 

and green. Red seems to lose favor with age, except in the 

eleven year group where it gets four first choices.  

Brief statements of the results of Tests I, II, and III 

are as follows: 

I. Blue was favored in Grades III, IV, and V.  

2. Red was favored in Grade II.  

3. Blue and red were given first preference in Grade I, 

4. Boys and girls favored primaries in the following 

order of preference; blue, red, and yellow.  

5. Boys, oftener than girls, preferred blue; girls, 

oftener than boys, preferred red.  

6. There is a slight indication that the higher the 

intelligence the more consistent are the choices.  

7. Green had precedence over every other secondary 

color in all the grades.  

8. Purple was second choice in every grade, and orange 

had fewest choices.  

9. The preference of blue and green seemed to be consis

tent with all ages, while red lost favor with age.  

10. The color preferences ranked as follows: Blue, green, 

red, purple, orange, and yellow in the order named.  

Test IV consisted of the selection of a primary and a 

secondary color, Rectangles were out from the six spectrum

colors 44 1 8 inches and placed on white backgrounds; the three



primary colors were arranged on one mounting and the three secon

dary colors were grouped on the other one. Again each child was 

asked to select one color from each group; after he had made his 

choices he was asked to out designs from the two and combine them 

on a gray mounting 6 1 9 inches, which was given to him, This 

was given as a cheek on Tests I and III, a verification of consis

tency between sexes, and to determine the distribution of choices 

of combinations of primary and secondary colors, 

The order of distribution of combinations of primary 

and secondary colors is shown in Table 1711.  

Table fl1 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF COMBINATIONS OF PRI Y AND SECONDARY 
COLORS ACCORDING TO GRADE 

(TEST 2) 

Grade R-O Y-P T-0 Y-G B-P B-G R-P B-C R-G Total 

I 6 2 1 1 4 1 1 0 7 23 
I 1 0 0 3 2 2 5 16 5 34 

IU 0 0 0 1 2 10 0 2 5 20 
IV 2 2 1 8 1 1 0 5 7 27 
V 0 0 1 2 2 11 0 2 6 24 

Total 9 4 3 15 11 25 6 25 30 128 

The results of the test for combinations of choices indi

cate that those which were more favored were red and green, while 

blue and orange, and blue and green were second choice. The other 

combinations--yellow and green, blue and purple, red and orange, 
red and purple, yellow and purple, and yellow and orange--were 

chosen in that order.
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There is an indication that the analogous colors were 

slightly preferred to the complementary colors; the former were 

chosen by sixty-nine, 54 per cent, of the subjects, while the 

latter were selected by fifty-nine, 46 per cent, of those tested.  

PLATE III 

ILLUSTRATION FOR TABLE XVII SHOWING PRIMARY AM SECONDARY 
COLORS USED IN TEST IV 

It is interesting to note that all colors preferred singly-

except orange, which was placed with blue as a second choice-

were also in the preferred combinations.  

Results of this test indicated that the analogous colors 

were preferred in Grades I, III, and V while the complements 

had slight precedence in Grades II and IV. This does not agree 

with Gale's6 study which reported that there was no definite pref

erence for the complementary or analogous colors in any grade.* 

Table XVIII shows very definitely that the girls were 

more consistent than the boys in their choices.  

Table XIX reveals further analysis of Test IV as to the 

number of times each hue received first choice. Table XX 

compares Tables VI and XIII with Table XIX to show the relative 

6Gale, Op. Cit., p.40.  
Gale used the Twelve-Color Wheel which might account 
for the differences in choice.
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placing of each color. Blue, green, and red remained constant, 

but orange and yellow appeared to rise in popularity, and pur

ple dropped from fourth to sixth place. Compare these results 

with those obtained by Dashiell." 

TABLE XVIII 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF CONSISTENCY IN COLOR CHOICES AS REVEALED 
BY TESTS I TO XV INCLUSIVE 

Grade Boys making Girls Making oa Class 5ofias 

1 2 10 12 23 52+ 
II 5 9 14 34 41+ 

III 5 6 11 20 55 
IV W 2 2 27 7+ 
V 6 6 12 24 50 

Total 18 35 81 128 40
5$ of Group 64+% Group 40% 100% 

TABLE II 

DISTRIBUTION OF FIRST CHOICES OF PRIMARY AND SECOND" 
DARY COLORS AS REVEALED BY TEST IV 

Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Purple 

46 37 22 6 6 l 

It is interesting to notice the continual predilection 

for blue, green, and red throughout the experiment. Differing 

from Gale is the preference for cool colors in this experiment 

as opposed to her finding of a preference for warm colors.8

Dashiell, Op. Cit., pp. 466-475.  
%ale, Op. Cit., p.20.
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TABLE XX 

CONSISTENCY IN FIRST CHOICES OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLORS 
AS SHOWN IN TABLES VI, XII, AND XIX 

Order of Tables VI and XIII Table XIX 
-Choi ces 

Blue Blue 
2 Green Green 
3 Red Red 
4 Purple Orange 
5 Orange Yellow 
6 Yellow Purple 

Table I indicates a further analysis of Tests I, III, 

and IV to determine the preference of warm or cool colors.  

TABLE XI 

COMPARISON BETWEEN PREFERENCES FOR WARM AND FOR COOL COLORS 
AS REVEALED BY TESTS I, III, and IV 

Pupils Pupils 
Cool Warm 
Colors NO. Colors No. 4 

Blue 139 27+ Red 87 17+ 
Green 134 26+ Orange 60 12
Purple 54 10+ Yellow 32 6+ 

Total 327 64t 179 35+

PLATE IV

ILLUSTRATION FOR TABLE XLI SHOWING COULD COLORS
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PLATE V 

ILLUSTRATION FOR TABLE XXI SHOWING WARM COLORS 

The results of this table show that 327, or 64tper cent 

of the choices that have been made in the three tests were for 

cool colors,while 179, or 35tper cent, of those choices were 

for warm colors.  

A summary of the results of Test IV follows: 

1. The combinations of red and green, blue and green, 

blue and orange, yellow and green, blue and purple, red and 

orange, red and purple, yellow and purple, yellow and orange 

were preferred in this order of choice.  

2. The analogous colors were slightly preferred to the 

complements.  

3. Blue, green, and red continued to have precedence 

over other colors, while orange, yellow, and purple changed 

places and choices remained inconstant.  

4. Cool colors received more first choices than warm 

colors.  

Tests V and VI were given in order to determine child

ren's preferences in regard to light and dark colors. In Test V 

the observers were asked to select between a fully saturated 

primary color and a lighter value of the same hue. Test VI 

contained the secondary colors fully saturated and a lighter
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value of each. The results are presented in Table XXII.  

TABLE XXII 

DISTRIBUTIONOF PUPILS ACCORDING TO THEIR SELECTION OF SATURATED 
COLORS OR LIGHT COLORS SHOWN BY GRADE 

Pupils Selecting Pupils Selecting Total 

Grade No. % 236 No. 236 No. 236 

I 19 45+ 9- 23 55- 9+ 42 100 17+ 
II 34 58+ 14+L 24 41t 10+ 58 100 24+ 

III 32 80 13+ 8 20 3+ 40 100 18+ 
IV 32 64 13+ 18 36 7+ 50 100 20+ 
V 32 70- 13+ 14 30r 6- 46 100 19t 

Total 149 63 % 87 37-% 236 100%

PLATE VI 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLORS SHOWING CONTRAST IN VXLUE AND 
INTENSITY AS USED IN TESTS V AND VI (TABLES XXII AND XXIII) 

It is evident from the above table that the children 

preferred the saturated colors to the light values; 63 per cent 

of the entire group tested chose the former while only 37 per 

cent of the group preferred the latter.  

The columns on percentage were calculated in order to 

show the choices of the group as a whole and the percentages 

of the total of first choices of each value as they appeared 

in each grade. For instance in the First Grade 55 per cent
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of the class selected light values which number represents 9 

per cent of the entire number of 236 choices of light values 

that were made in Grades I to I. The results of the other 

grades were tabulated in the same way.  

The data were further analyzed to find the distribution 

of value preferences according to sex. Out of 236 choices, 

34-per cent of the entire group who chose fully saturated 

colors were boys, and 9-per cent of those who chose light 

values were boys; 29+per cent who chose the saturated colors 

and 27j-per cent who chose the light values were girls. Table 

TXIII shows the results.  

TABLE XXIII 

DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS ACCORDING TO THE SELECTION OF SATURATED 
AND LIGHT COLORS SHOWN BY BOYS AND GIRLS ( TESTS V AND VI ) 

Saturated Light Total 
Colors ColorTst 

Pupils No, % No. % 236%6 36 236 
Boys 79 79 34- 21 21 9- 100 100 43+ Girls 70 51+ 29+ 66 48+ 27+ 136 100 56+ 

Total 149 63+% 87 37% 236 100% 

The girls' greater preferences for "pastel" colors may 

be the result of training--the dainty and delicate being consid

ered more suitable for little girls. Boys on the other hand may 
be less timid about selecting their natural preference-.saturated 

color,

Figure shows the frequency of first choices for each 

of the twelve colors used in these tests.  

The results of Tests yV and VI were as follows;
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1. Saturated colors were preferred in all the grades 

except the first, where there was evidence of a very slight 

preference for the lighter values.  

2. Light values were more popular among the girls than 

among the boys.  

3. Boys preferred saturated colors.  

4, The colors chosen in the order of preferences were: 

blue, green, light purple, light red, red, light green, light 

orange, purple, yellow, orange, light blue, and light yellow.  

It is interesting that both light purple (lavender) and 

light red (pink) received more first choices than bright red, 

but that bright blue and green remained at the head of the group.  
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Figure 2 

Relative Frequency of First Choices for Twelve Colors Used 
in Tests V and Vi
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Test VfI was one which acted as a cheek on Tests V 
and VI, The six colored papers, 4* 1 6 inches, with their 

lighter values were mounted on a white background and shown 

in a group to the children. Each child was asked to select 

the two colors he liked best. By a careful procedure of in.  

dividual testing, any influence that one child might have had 
on another was avoided. The data in Table XXIV show the re

sults.  

TABLE XIV 

DISTRIBUTION OF VALUE PREFERENCES ACCORDING TO (FADE AS REVEALED 
BY TEST VII 

Saturated Light tom 
C ____ - Celort

Grade 

I 
II 

III 

V

--- Of Ofw0%-Or 

. * 40 No. No.* No. 5 

28 77+ 12- 8 22+ 3 36 100 15 
45 82-v. 18+ 17 27t 7+ 62 100 25 
37 97+ 15+ 5 12+ 2+ 42 100. 17+ 
41 75 17+ 13 25 5+ 54 100 22t 
34 77 14+ 10 23 4 44 100 1-

Total 185 77% - 5js j aSI m j 100% 

These results show a decided predilection for the satur" 

ated colors; there is in each grade an increase in popularity 

of saturated colors over the lighter values as compared with 

Table XX. This indicates that individual choices are unstable 

at these ages but that general tendencies remain constant. There 

is also evidence that the children's choices were influenced by 

the varying numbers of colors used in the tests. Table XIV



shows the distribution of value preferences among the girls 

and boys subjected to Test VII.  

TABLE IX.  

DISTRIBUTION OF VALUE PREFEREES ACCORDING TO SEX 
(TEST VII) 

Pupils Saturated Light 

2180238o. 238 

Boys 83 88+ 34+ 13 13+ 5+ 96 100 40+ 
Girls 102 72- 42+ 40 28+ 16+ 142 100 58+ 

Total 18 ??+% 53 S1t 28 99+% 

There is a definite indication in this table also that 

the boys preferred the saturated colors, as disclosed in the 

columns under percentage of sex for both light and saturated 

colors. More girls preferred the dark colors in this test 

than they did in the foregoing ones. As stated above, the whim

sical nature of children at these ages is very evident; however 

the fact that they remain consistant in their preference for 

the saturated colors is a point of interest.  

Figure 3 shows the frequency Of the first choices for 

the twelve colors shown in Test VII. It will be noticed that 

blue has a much higher rating than it did in the previous test.  

The results of Test VII are: 

1. The saturated colors were preferred by all the grades.  

2. There was an indication of inconstancy it all grade 

levels since Test VII revealed more preferences for the saturated



colors in each grade than Tests V and VI, 

a. Familiarity appears to increase the chil.  

dren's likingEfor saturated colors while they tire of 

the lighter values.  

b. The large number of colors exposed sizul

taneously seemed to increase the tendency to select 

the saturated colors.  

4. Boys and girls preferred the dark colors to the 

light ones.  

5. Girls preferred the light colors to a greater ex

tent than the boys.  
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Figure 3 

Relative Frequency of First Choices for Twelve Colors Used 
in Test VII



Figure 4 is included as a comparison of the distribu

tion of choices made in the three tests. The colors chosen in 

Test VII are indicated in the same order as in Figure 2, and 

the results of Tests V and VI are superimposed in that order 

also.  
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Figure 4 

Comparisons of First Choices as Shown in Figure 2 and 
Figure 3 

In Test VII1 the subjects were shown a chart of the six 

primary and secondary colors accompanied by a light value of 

eath. In addition to these, two values of gray were presented 

with the colors. These were placed on a white background and 

shown to the children individually. The two grays were used 

in order to determine whether children would select these neuO-



trals at any time and to test again their preferences among 

the saturated and the light colors. In this test each subject 

was asked to choose any two colors to combine and mount.  

Data were compiled to determine their choices of co

binations of intensity and value; that is, would a child com

bine two intense colors, would he choose two light colors to 

combine, or would he make a combination of a light and a satur

ated color? 

The results of Test VIII are compiled in Table XXVI.  

TABLE XXVI 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES IN COMBINATIONS OF SATURATED COLORS 
AND LIGETER VALUES AS REVEALED BY TEST VIII 

Combination of Combination of Comb. of Intense 
Intense Colors Light Colrs & Light Colors 

Boyrs G rq._9 sp Bo||gGrl 
Grade No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 

I 8 100 12 63 - - 1 5+ - - 6 31 
11 9 70 6 38 2 15 5 31 2 15 5 31 

IIl 5 62 5 42 - - 1 8 3 38 6 50 
IV 6 67 7 44 1 11 8 50 2 22 1 6 
V 4 50 5 45 -. 1 9+ 4 50 5 45 

Total 32 69 35 54+ 3 13+ 16 20+ 11 25 23 32+

PLATE VII 

SIX SATURATED COLORS AND GRAY WITH A LIGHT VALUE OF EACH AS 
USED IN TEST VIII



The results of Test VIII as shown in Table X71 may be 

summarized as follows: 

I. The combination of two intense colors was preferred 

by both sexes.  

2. The combination of a light and a dark color received 

second choice in both cases.  

3. The combination of two light values was least popular.  

4. The preferences of the grades were, in order of 

choices: 

a. Grade I. Combination of: 

(1) Intense colors.  

(2) A dark and a light value.  

(3) Light values, 

b. Grade II. Combination of: 

(1) Intense colors.  

(2) A dark and a light value; light 

values. (These two received the 

same number of first choices.) 

c. Grade Ii. Combination of: 

(I) Intense values.  

(2) A dark and a light value; light 

values. (These two were equally 

popular.) 

d. Grade IV. Combination of: 

(1) Intense colors.  

(2) Light values.  

(3) A dark and a light value.



e. Grade V. Combination of: 

(1) Intense colors; a light and a dark 

value. (These two received the same 

number of first choices.) 

(2) Light values.



CHAPTER IV 

SMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The data in Tests I through VIII convey the following 

results: 

I. Among the primary colors the order of distribution 

of first choices was blue, red, and yellow. The primacy of 

blue coincided with the results of Winch, Dashiell, Reavis, 

Garth, Dorcus, and Warrin. Blue holds a high position in the 

investigations of Riker, PoIson, Melhuish, and Gale. Red as a 

second choice coincided with the results of Winch, Dashiell's 

kindergarten and sophomore boys, Garth, PoIson, Melhuish, and 

Warrin. Dashiell's sophomore girls, Reavis, Dorcus, and Riker 

gave red first preference. Yellow was least preferred in this 

study as well as in those of Winch, Dashiell, Garth, Poison, 

Riker, Gale and Warrin.  

2. The children of normal and superior intelligence were 

only slightly more consistent in their choices than those who 

were below normal. It would thus seem that, in early childhood 

at least, stability in color preference is not correlated with 

intelligence. The influence that intelligence might have on 

stability of nature was not shown in the other reports, so there 

can be no comparisons made here.  

3. Boys were fonder of blue than girls were; 68 per cent 

of the boys chose blue while 55 per cent of the girls chose it.  

Girls preferred red more often than boys; 37 per cent of the girls 

chose red while 24 per cent of the boys showed preference for



that color. PoIson found that girls were fonder of blue than 

boys were; Garth found that blue was first with girls and red 

was fifth choice. The boys in his investigation preferred blue, 

but they placed red second. Dashiell's experiment with college 

sophomores placed red first and blue second in choice.  

Blue, green, and red in the order named were the most 

popular colors among the Demonstration School children. At 

eleven years of age they were equally preferred, but at twelve 

years red was no longer preferred by any child in the group.  

At that age all children preferred either blue or green. The 

rise in the popularity of blue is supported by Winch, Dashiell, 

Poison, Riker, and Warrin.  

4. Among the secondaries, the order of preference was 

green, purple, and orange. The high preference for green coin

cides with the results of Winch, who, among his adult males, 

found that color preferred, while the adult females reported 

it second choice, Dorcus, too, reported green among the first 

choices. Dashiell, Garth, Dorcus, and Warrin's investigations 

gave green first choice among the secondaries; the low prefer

ence ct orange in this experiment is like that in the e experiments 

of Dashiell, Garth, and Warrin, while PoIson, Melhuish, and 

Gale gave it a high precedence. Many of the investigators men

tioned in this study did not use orange in their tests for color 

preferences, therefore their results could not be compared with 

the results of this study.  

5. The test to determine the choices of the combination
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of colors resulted in the preference of red and green, blue 

and green, and blue and orange. This shows that red, blue, 

and green are preferred not only singly but also in combina

tions. The red-green combination agreed with that of Melhuish, 

who with Gale, also found the blue-orange combination highly 

favored. The analogous colors w ere slightly preferred to the 

complements. While Melhuish found that the complements were 

used more often than any other combinations, she also discov

ered preference among the six and fifteen year groups for the 

analogous harmony--red, orange, and yellow. Gale also found 

a slight preference for analogous colors.  

8. Poison, Melhuish, and Gale found that the wait colors 

were favored tore than the cool colors, but this study reveal

ed that there was a higher preference for the cool colors. The 

latter, it would appear, is more likely to be reliable since 

blue and green have been found in so many tests to be preferred, 

while yellow and orange have been preferred only a negligible 

number of times.  

7. The results of the test to discover preferences for 

light and saturated colors revealed that the saturated colors 

were chosen more often than the light values. This is identi

cal with the conclusions of Bradford, Reavis, Poison, Riker, and 

Warrin. The girls were found to favor the light colors more 

than the boys; PoIson, Riker, and Warrin deducted the same con
clusions. These three also support the conclusion that the lower 

grades favored the tints or light values; the results in Tests V

and VI reveal a preference in the First Grade for light colors.



Test VII showed that the choices of the first grade children 

changed and that more of them the second time favored the sat

urated colors. The indications here are that the novelty of 
the first contact with the light values influenced their choices.  

The change might also be an indication that their color exper

iences were not strong enough, and their choices not decisive 

enough to form a basis for consistency in succeeding selections.  

8. The results of the test to determine choices of com-

binations of intensity and value indicated that the combinations 

of two intense colors was preferred by both sexes as well as by 

all the grades.  

As a check on the results of the tests described in 

Chapter III, two additional tests were given to the Demonstration 

School children and Tests I and II were given to a different 

group of children.  

One test used in the Demonstration School had as its pur

pose to determine whether or not the children's color preferences 

among the primary colors remained the same after they had studied 

the lessons on color in their Art Appreciation Textbooks. 1 Each 

child in the Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grades was asked 

to color a one-inch square with the primary color he liked best, 

Table XXVII shows the results of the test.  

The order of preference was blue, red, and yellow; 49 

per cent of the group chose blue, 45 per cent chose red, and 6 

per cent chose yellow.

Kora E. Stafford and Pearl Bucker, Art Apprjation 
Text Books, I through VI.



TABLE XIII 

DISTRIBUTION OF FIRST CHOICES OF PRIMARY COLORS IN THE TEST 
GIVEN SUBSEQUENT TO THE STUDY OF THE ART APPRECIATION 

TEXTBOOKS 

Blue Red Yellow Total 

Grade Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Gfra 

111 5 5 3 8 1 8 14 
IV 6 10 4 $ 1 1 10 15 V 3 7 3 4 1 8 12 
VI 1 2 6 5 1 - 8 7 

Total 15 24 16 20 2 3 32 48 

It will be noted that the order of preference in the 

Third Grade was red, blue, yellow; in the Fourth Grade it was 

blue, red, yellow; in the Fifth Grade it was blue, red, and 

yellow; in the Sixth Grade it was red, blue, and yellow. The 

preference for blue was highest in the Third and Fourth Grades, 

but red led in the Third and Sixth Grades. Yellow was always 

least preferred.  

Thus, for the entire group, the order of preferences 

coincided with the results of previous tests; with individuals, 

however, first and second choices were sometimes interchanged.  

As an added test to discover whether or not the visual 

image is possibly more reliable than the mental image, it was 

thought that it might be interesting to ask each Demonstration 

School child who had been tested with the first series of tests 

to name the color that he liked best. In this way a conclusion
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might be reached that would substantiate or discredit the 

method used by Winch and the manner in which he conducted his 

tests; that is, without the use of any colored papers or ob

jects.  

The question, "What is your favorite color?", was askw 

ed each child. Table U III reveals the results obtained, while 

Table XXIX compares these results with those of Figure 3, page 51, 

TABLE XXVIII 

DISTRIBUTION OF FAVORITE COLORS AS STATED BY THE CHILDREN 

Grade B R G LR LP Y LB P Total 

1 10 9 2 1 4 1 - - 27 
II 8 9 - 3 - 1 - - 21 

III 4 2 2 3 18 
IV 11 1 3 - .1 1 18 

V 13 4 1 1 2 21 

Total 49 27 7 8 4 6 3 1 105 

TABLE x: 

COMPARISONS OF TABLE XXVIII WITH FIGURE 3, TEST VII 

Figure 3, Test VII TABLE XXVIII 

Blue Blue 
Red Red 
Green and Light Red Light Red (Pink) 

(Pink) Green 
Yellow Yellow 
Light Blue Light Purple 
Light Purple Light Blue 

(Lavender) Purple 
Purple

All
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In Table 1(i7III as well as in Figure 3, it is seen 

that blue, red, and green are still the favorite colors, pink 

being a value of red. The stated preference for pink, however, 

is greater than the actual preference, as is also true of yel

low. On the whole, nevertheless, one may conclude that the 

choice of children will not change to any extent when they 

merely state their preferences instead of selecting papers re

presenting their favorite colors.  

As a third check on the results previously obtained, 

Tests I and III were given to forty-six children of Center 

Point School, a rural school in Denton County. Tables XXX to 

X2III inclusive convey the results of the tests at Center Point.  

TABLE X3] 

NUMBER OF CHILDREN TESTED IN THE CENTER POINT 
SCHOOLS

A d Boys Girls Total 

1 7 4 11 
UI 4 1 5 

111 4 8 12 
Iv 5 5 10 
v 2 6 8 

Total 22 24 46 
- nniuna-a "I-

In the following tables it will be noted that these 

children favored green above blue, but that the order of tawir 

remaining choices is identical with those of the Demonstration 

School children as shown in Table UX. Thus there is evidence



that in the former group, as in the latter, the cool colors were 

favored after the Third Grade and also that red was less popular 

in the upper grades than in the lower.  

TABLE XXM= 

DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLORS IN 
GRADES I-V INCLUSIVE ACCORDING 

TO SEX (Center Point) 

Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Purple 

Grade Boy ir Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl 

1 3 2 2 - 1 1 4 3 3 1 1 1 
II 1 - 1 - a - 2 1 3 1 1 

III 3 5 - 2 1 341 4 8 13 2 IV 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 
V 1 -1 - 1 2 4 - 4 1 2 

TotallO0 886 3 4 4 11 14 8 12 5 7

TABLE XXXII

ORDER OF CHOICES OF PRIMARY AND 
INCLUSIVE

SECONDARY COLORS IN G RADES I-V 
(Center Point)

Grades Tested at Center Point 

Rank Grade I Grade II Grade III Grade IV Grade V 

1 Green Blue Red Blue Blue 
Green 

2 Red Green Green Green Yellow 
Purple 

3 Blue Red Blue Red Red 
Orange Purple Orange Orange 
Yellow Purple 
Purple 

4 Orange Orange Yellow ..  
Yellow 
Purple 

5 mom**vim Yellow ,.. OWN



TABLE full 

FIRST CHOICES OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLORS AS CHOSEN 
BY THE CHILDREN OF THE CENTER POINT SCHOOL 

Order of 
Choices Colors 

........... "..........Green 
.,..................Blue 

4.................Puz'ple 3.#..."."".......,..".4Raed 

6........,,..........,Tellow 

The Center Point children have studied art for two 

years with teachers trained at the North Texas State Teachers 

College and this might indicate that similar instruction in the 

two elementary schools might have produced similar results; 

however, the home environment of the two groups was quite dis

similar; the Center Point children coming from the homes of 

poor farmers while the Demonstration School children, because 

of urban residence and a higher subsistence level, had had 

more varied and broader experiences. It thus seems that home 

environment had little effect upon the children's color prefer

ences, 

In order to investigate the theory that the higher the 

mentality the more likely a person is to choose green as a 

favorite color, it was decided to construct Table flflV and 

Figure 5 to show the distribution of first choices of secondary 

colors according to the children's intelligence quotients. The 

statistics were secured from the results of Test Inl, 

There was only one child in the borderline group (Table

%*640A
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'.V). He chose green; hence the 100 per cent choice of that 

color was indicated there. There was a fairly consistent selec

tion of green among the dull, normal, and superior groups, while 

the three children in the very superior group all selected green, 

Purple .and orange, in every group except the dull group, received 

a lower per cent of choices than green. From these statistics 

there is some evidence that the statement that children of high 

mentality choose green is true. However, this does not mean to 

imply that all people of high mentality choose green or that a 

consistent choice of green indicates high mentality, but it 

does tend to show that green is in this case a highly preferred 

color.  

This can not be taken as a criterion for all children, 

for in this test they chose only from the three secondary colors; 

but this evidence is added in order to substantiate the theory 

that people of high mentality tend to choose green.  

I..* Orange_

12013 -Green-..  l20L.---- Purple 

110-120 

90-110

0o-90 

70-80 -* 1 a a 

0 10 20 30 4050 6090 80- 90 100% 

Figure 5 

Range of Intelligence Quotients in Relation to Percentage 
of First Choices for Secondary Colors
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TABLE XXIV 

RANGE OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AD FREQUENCY OF COLOR CHOICES 

Nwber of Pupils 
S selecting Colors 

I. 4. Classification Green Purple Orange

Borderline
80 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
211 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
121 
124 
128

1 
1 
2 

I 

r U.  

U.  

w 

1 
2 

4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
5 
2 

3 
2 
2 
2 
2 

1 
3 I 

2 

_ I

I.  

I 
2 

U.  

I 

1 
I 
I 
U.  

U.  

2 
I 
U.  

I 1 
I 
6 

3 
I 
I 

U.  

U.  

3 
U.  

I 
3 
I.  

U.

U.-

4w 

op 

4w 

ow 

40 

U.  

i 
2 
I 

w 

.  

.  

.  

I 
I 
I 
2 
2 
I 

3 

U.  

I 

U.  

2 
2 
I 

3 
U.  

-.

Total 65 33 21 

*Sme Of the intelligence quotients were not obtained.

Normal or Average 

Superior 

Very Superior
srff-r--RrLL
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The tests described here were made to show how elementary 

school children respond to color and to discover what their pre

ferences are. Since the children in all grades are, from the 

beginning, at North Texas State Teachers College, allowed to use 

all colors instead of using only primaries in the First Grade, 

adding secondaries in the Second Grade, and so on, it was con

cluded that they were less likely to select a certain color 

because they were more familiar with it or because they thought 

that it was the teaches choice. The addition of the light 

values to the saturated colors revealed that novelty attracts 

younger children; but a repetition, or a second showing,reveal

ed that the children innately preferred the intense colors.  

There was no attempt to determine whether preferences might 

be influenced by the nationality of the child, since all the 

children in the school are descendents of rather old American 

families.  

Holiday seasons, such as Hallowe'en, Christmas, and 

Valentine's Day, were avoided in giving the tests because it 

was felt that at such times certain colors would temporarily 

be more attractive. Hence, certain conclusions might be drawn 

that since none of the above-mentioned factors existed, and 

all outside factors were eliminated, the children chose the 

colors in the experiment primarily because they were their 

favorites. Each test was designed to be a unit in itself- the 

child was made to feel that; and when his choices varied from one



test to another, nothing was intimated that might make him 
feel his inconsistency.  

It seems that the method used in this investigation of 
deducting conclusions was of more scientific value than many 

described, since only the most natural situations existed.  

Colored papers with which the children were familiar and which 
they have always been allowed to handle were used in all the 

tests, 

Warrin states, "Although choice of color for color's 

sake is abstract, it is impossible to separate it from that 

which is concrete and subjective; it can never be isolated," 2 

This information is unquestionably true, and if children are 

fond of color in the abstract and receive satisfaction from 

their abstract choices of colored paper, how much more pleasure 
and satisfaction would they receive if they were surrounded 

with those colors they would naturally select. Since certain 

differences have been indicated, it seems logical that children's 

books, games, toys, pictures, rooms, and room decorations might 

carry out the color preferences for children of particular ages 
where colors have been indicated as favorite ones for that age.  

This knowledge should also be of pedogogical value, since many 

teachers prefer to surround their pupils with pictures, maps, 

books, and decorations of the tints and pale colors which child

ren definitely show they are not fond of. The general trend of 

each test for color preferences should give the teacher a founda

tion for the teaching of color appreciation in her classes.

children's ColorPreferces, p. 29.



In experiments of this nature, the results are limited 
in significance; here there were too few subjects used. The 
results obtained are subject to error, and for that reason 
the data are not adequate for drawing conclusions which might 
be stated as definitely true of all children, but it is hoped 
that the knowledge gained and conclusions reached by this ex
periment with respect to the color preferences of children may 
lead to more thorough study and research in this field.
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